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Daily Navigation Is Like a Maze
The Path May Be Difficult To See

Or...Change With The Times
Regardless We are Partners

What is Happening with Comply?
Comply – Recent Updates

- Ad Hoc Reports
  - “Data View” options and field label changes
  - Elimination of duplicate values for any views

- Audit Charts
  - New report view within Audit Chart retains user selections
  - Default “Overview” snapshot has been removed when saving Audit Chart Report

Comply – Recent Updates

- Audit Reports
  - Audit Template Question Report provided

- Corrective Action Plans (CAPs)
  - Comment fields retains previously captured information and allows modifications
Comply – Upcoming Enhancements

- Accommodate new TJC scoring methodology
- Audits
  - Allow reporting by audit instance/"tags"
  - Combine Audit Reports and Audit Charts and reorganize placement/access points
- Corrective Action Plans (CAPs)
  - Generate audit related CAPs by user-defined combination or templates and/or groups
- Update consistent accreditation terminology

What is Next for Statit?
Statit – Version 2016 Is Coming

- Profile and Scorecard reports to contain “No Occurrence” rather than “No Data”
- Profile Updates – to list a few
  - Some new site defined columns
  - Email only on completion
  - Under construction/retired status
  - Trimming required review steps
  - All contributors to review

Statit – v2016 Is Coming (cont.)

- Data Sources/DDD: Alleviate issues with schema changes
- Allow Deletion of DQR reports
- Enhanced Indicator Performance by Class
- Allow retirements of Review Outcomes, DQR Issue Types etc.
- Usage Report to export to Excel
- Expand User account Export fields for administrators
Statit – v2016 Is Coming (cont.)

- Indicator Updates to include:
  - Enhance FillMissingMonths
  - Export View Indicator Summary
  - Add fields to Indicator Search
- Scorecard Updates to include:
  - User permission to copy Indicator/Scorecard links
  - Add/Remove columns
  - UnderConstruction/Draft Status
  - Export to Excel

What is Happening with DataVision?
DataVision

- Datavision User Group
  - First one July 2016
  - Virtual
  - Bimonthly
  - More info to come

- Datavision Focus Group
  - Scope: Measures
    - Current measure set evaluation
    - New measure suggestion and assessment

DataVision

- Comparative Database Processing
  - Evaluation of opportunity for efficiency and improvement
    - Validating Hardware Specifications
    - Rewriting Code
Midas+ Risk Model

- In Production 3rd Quarter 2015
- New Parameter
  - Weekend processing of Complication Measures

- New Standard Reports
  - Risk Model Toolpack
  - Complications Toolpack

What is Happening with CPMS?
CPMS

• Core Measure Sepsis CMS Focus Update
  – Encompasses CMS update
  – Retains ability to collect data on all metrics and monitor performance
• Update of Outbound Fed Ex Export
• Upgrade to OP EBRT focus study

Auto-Update

• More efficient for you
• Allows you to get the updates/patches sooner
• Midas+ is evaluating release plans and schedules
• Asking manual install clients to talk to their Account Manager
What’s Happening with Midas+ Live?

Midas+ Live

- Virtual Monthly meetings
  - 1st Weds of the month
  - Look on the Clients Only Website for details and call in number
  - Next is June 1
- NEW CQM Measure Category Assignment report
  - Will be released June 5th
Care Management / Seeker v2014.2

AVAILABLE FOR GENERAL RELEASE TODAY!

• Available to clients on v2011.2r4/r5
• Includes application enhancements offered through 2014.1r5
• No Cache SQL report conversion
Care Management / Seeker: v2014.1r5 and v2014.2

- Included enhancements:
  - IE11 validated compatibility
  - Microsoft Office 365 validate compatibility (backward compatible through v2011)
  - Option to trim fields displayed in ReporTrack Reports and Documents (i.e., SSN)
  - New Site Parameter links Infection Control and Physician/Surgery Data in SmarTrack

Midas+ NHSN Toolkits

- Midas+ NHSN Device & MDRO/Cdiff Toolkit
  - Phase 2 released March 2016
  - Modifications include:
    - Addition of several new Laboratory-identified event fields, including the new carbapenemase fields
    - Addition of mechanical ventilation and airway pressure release ventilation days – support of denominator data collection
    - Update in the extraction file to support CDA format R2-D2
3rd Party Integration with Hospital Case Management

- Available now:
  - McKesson CERMe
    - Version 15.0 and InterQual 2016.1 content
  - MCG Static, CareWebQI and Indicia versions
    - Integration with Indicia – released November 2015
    - Version 8.0 and 20th Edition content

- Submit a support log via Midas+ Support Center

What is next for Care Management and Seeker?
New 3rd Party Integration with Aidin

- Post acute care provider service
- Launch from and integrate with Care Management application
  - Certification Entry
  - Concurrent Review Entry
  - Discharge Planning Entry
  - Support Services Entry
- Goal Release: Fall 2016

NHSN Surgical Site Infection (SSI) Toolkit Performance Project

- Goal Deliverables:
  - Modify the NHSN Mapper Process Focus Study to accommodate Hip/Knee Prosthesis ICD-10 secondary codes
  - Support CPT coding structure
  - Modify the NHSN SSI Extraction file
    - Improve CBGC and CBGB Risk Group reporting
    - Addition of the Surgery Module “Surgeon” field to the extraction file
  - Develop automated process to review diagnoses from the last 90 days and auto-answer “If total or partial revision, was the revision associated with prior infection and index joint?” field
- Goal Release: July 2016
Next Version in Development

- Merge 2014.1 and 2014.2 into same version for continued supportability
- Enhancing ICD-10 reporting – copy and paste functionality in SmarTrack and ReporTrack
- Testing with Cache 2015
- **Evaluation** of Microsoft Windows 10, Server 2016 and Office 2016

Next Release (continued)

- Ability to add multiple recipients for a scheduled report
- Ability to delete more than one scheduled report at a time
- User accessible audit log (via Standard Reports) detailing what was modified in a record and by whom
- Exposing CPT codes to the Surgery Module
Next Release

- Target general release date: December 2016
- Interested in beta testing: contact your Midas+ Account Manager

What’s Happening with Midas+Juvo?
Juvo Module Beta Release Roadmap

2016
- July: Finalize the Platform
- August: Clinical Surveillance, Case Management, Infection Surveillance, Risk Management
- November: Patient Experience

2017
- Q1: Infection - AUR, Peer Review, Nursing Measures, Provider Excellence
- Q2: Core Measures, Comparative Data

Platform - Beta

- Security
  - Facility Definition
  - Role Based Security
  - Activity Audit (user level)
- Dashboards
  - Interactive
  - Modular and Overall Care Performance based
- Focus Form Definition
  - User Defined Focus Form Definition
  - Customization of Distributed Forms
- Dictionary
  - Interface and Standard Dictionary mapping
- Document Generation
  - Distributed
  - User Defined
- Standard Reports
- Indicator Generation and Distributed Profiles
  - Distributed
  - User Defined
- Patient Tracking
- Worklist
- System Management/Maintenance
- Patient Data Management
  - i.e. merging, system parameters, file load
Infection Surveillance - Beta

- Infection Event Entry
  - Documentation and Data Collection Forms based on NHSN required reporting
  - User Customized Focus Form Definition
  - Automated data compilation
  - Data Import from Interface
- NHSN Submission
  - CDA file generation and submission
- Infection Surveillance Interactive Dashboard
- Infection Surveillance Standard Reports

Risk Management - Beta

- Event Data Entry
  - Common Format based data entry forms
  - User Customized Focus Form Definition
- PSO Event Management
  - Data entry and structure
  - Event association (linking)
- CDA file generation for upload to PSO
- Remote Data Entry of Events
- Referral Process
  - Worklist
  - Email Hyperlink
- Risk Mgt Interactive Dashboard
- Risk Mgt Standard Reports

- Worklist based on work item generation
  - Distributed rule based alerts
  - User Defined rule based alerts
- Infection Surveillance Document Generation
  - Distributed
  - User Defined
- Infection Surveillance Distributed Indicator Profiles
  - Distributed
  - User Defined
Case Management - Beta

- Documentation and Data Collection Tools
  - Payer Authorization
  - Avoidable Days
  - Utilization Review
  - Care Transitions Assessment
  - Care Coordination
  - Post Discharge Follow Up
  - Physician Advisor Review

- 3rd Party Integration
  - InterQual’s CERMe
  - Aidin’s Post-acute Transition Platform
  - Curaspan’s Discharge Central
  - MCG’s Indicia

- Case Mgt Interactive Dashboard

- Case Mgt Standard Reports

- Worklist based on work item generation
  - Distributed rule based alerts
  - User Defined rule based alerts

- Case Mgt Document Generation
  - Distributed
  - User Defined

- Case Mgt Distributed Indicator Profiles
  - Distributed
  - User Defined

Clinical Surveillance - Beta

- Real-time based Alerts
  - 7 Clinical Condition Alerts
  - 9 Infection Complication Alerts
  - 10 Medication-related Alerts
  - 13 Laboratory Alerts

- Alert Fatigue embedded functionality

- Facility control of alert activation

- Clinical Surveillance Standard Report Library

- Worklist based on Alerts
Beta Release Summary

• August 2016
  – Infection Surveillance
  – Risk Management
  – Case Management
  – Clinical Surveillance
• December 2016
  – Patient Experience

What Are The Takeaways?

✓ Midas+ values each of you.
✓ Midas+ is committed to partner with you.
✓ Juvo is a current addition to our offerings, not a replacement.
✓ Juvo will have capabilities that will not be in our core products.
✓ Midas+ is supporting and enhancing our core products.
✓ Midas+ looks forward to the future with you.
Thank you for attending.
Any questions?